The right ventricle (RV) of the heart is responsible for pumping blood to the lungs. Its kinematics are not as well understood as that of the left ventricle (LV) due to its thin wall and asymmetric geometry. In this study, the combination of tagged MRI and three-dimensional (3-D) imageprocessing techniques was used to reconstruct 3-D RV-LV motion and deformation. The reconstructed models were used to quantify the 3-D global and local deformation of the ventricles in a set of normal subjects. When compared with the LV, the RV exhibited a similar twisting pattern, a more longitudinal strain pattern, and a greater amount of displacement. magnetic resonance imaging; myocardial contraction; three-dimentional motion THE RIGHT VENTRICLE (RV) plays an important role in normal and abnormal hemodynamics because it receives deoxygenated blood from the right atrium and pumps it into the pulmonary circulation for oxygenation. The onset of RV dysfunction can also adversely affect the left ventricle (LV) and can lead to heart failure (2). A potentially important means of detecting and evaluating RV dysfunction is to quantitatively analyze changes in its motion. However, because of its thin wall and asymmetric geometry, the normal three-dimensional (3-D) motion and deformation of the RV are not yet well understood.
magnetic resonance imaging; myocardial contraction; three-dimentional motion THE RIGHT VENTRICLE (RV) plays an important role in normal and abnormal hemodynamics because it receives deoxygenated blood from the right atrium and pumps it into the pulmonary circulation for oxygenation. The onset of RV dysfunction can also adversely affect the left ventricle (LV) and can lead to heart failure (2) . A potentially important means of detecting and evaluating RV dysfunction is to quantitatively analyze changes in its motion. However, because of its thin wall and asymmetric geometry, the normal three-dimensional (3-D) motion and deformation of the RV are not yet well understood.
Early studies (4, 5, 14, 19, 20, 24) used implanted radiopaque markers to provide limited knowledge about RV motion, mostly in animals. Recently, imaging modalities, such as echocardiography, computed tomography, and conventional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), have provided a noninvasive means of studying the RV (3, 7, 12) . However, observation or measurement of wall motion using these techniques is difficult due to the lack of trackable landmarks in the RV wall, as well as its relative thinness and complex geometry. The noninvasive MRI tissue-tagging technique generates trackable landmarks by nullifying a portion of the MR signal before imaging. Several researchers have used planar tagged MRI to establish the in-plane deformation of the RV free wall (6, 12, 16, 17) and septum (6) . The dependence of these studies on the location of image slices, and on the choice of regional demarcation within the slice, results in difficulties with reproducing or comparing measurements. One preliminary study (25) used MRI tags to provide a qualitative description of the 3-D motion of a midwall portion of the RV free wall.
The current study describes the use of tagged MRI and image analysis to provide a 3-D quantitative description of RV, septal, and LV motion. Information about 3-D motion was obtained by using multiple imaging views and a specialized 3-D motion reconstruction technique (9) . This method provided a dense set of 3-D motion data from which both global and local deformation was quantified. Regional analysis allowed us to compare corresponding regions of the RV, septum, and LV. Unlike previous methods, the current technique enables direct comparison of 3-D displacement and twisting of the RV with corresponding regions in the LV. Furthermore, 3-D strain measurements provide information about both the magnitude and orientation of shortening. This is the first study reporting normal values for the full 3-D motion of the RV.
METHODS
Tagged MRI acquisition. We studied six normal volunteers aged 18 to 43 yr. With the MR tagging technique, a set of radiofrequency pulses and magnetic field gradient pulses is used to saturate tissue magnetization in parallel planes before imaging. Images acquired perpendicular to these planes have dark lines at the intersection of tag and image planes (Fig. 1) . For each tag plane orientation, the perpendicular component of motion is provided by the displacement of the tag lines because the tags move with the underlying tissue. To capture 3-D information about motion, two perpendicular tagged MR image sets covering the volume of the ventricles were acquired (Fig. 2) . A stacked set of transverse, or short-axis, images provided information on tag motion in two mutually perpendicular directions. Another set of longitudinal, or long-axis, images provided the information on motion in the third perpendicular direction. The images were acquired on a Signa 1.5 T clinical MR system (GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI), using an ECG-gated gradient echo imaging sequence with the following parameters: field of view (22-26 cm, approximately 1-mm spatial resolution), repetitive time (6 -7 ms), and echo time (2.3-2.6 ms). Slice thickness was 6 mm, slice spacing was 6 -7 mm, and tag spacing was 6 -7 mm. Because 5-8 images were acquired through systole, the temporal resolution was 40 -60 ms.
3-D motion reconstruction. Images were analyzed by using a custom-made software package (SPAMMVU) (13) . Endocardial and epicardial borders of both the RV and LV were defined by using active contours (11) . In addition, a semiautomatic algorithm was used to identify and track two-dimensional (2-D) tag motion in each image plane over time (Fig. 1B) .
The 3-D motion of the RV was reconstructed from multiple image views using a previously described and validated method (8, 9) . The technique can be separated into geometry definition and 3-D fitting of motion data. First, a 3-D volumetric finite element model was generated from contours extracted from end-diastolic images. As shown in Fig. 3 , a biventricular model was defined to allow comparisons between ventricles. The geometric model was then fit to tag and contour data extracted from the 2-D images. The model was deformed over time using spring-like pseudoforces calculated between the model and image data. The finite element stiffness of the finite elements ensures smoothing and continuity. It should be noted that the forces and smoothing are not meant to replicate actual heart tissue properties. The model was updated by using modified equations of motion and adaptive Euler integration. The fitting process was applied between each consecutive pair of images until the full systolic RV motion was recovered.
Motion analysis. The 3-D motion reconstruction provided a dense displacement data set interpolated over the volume of the finite elements. Because of the complex shape of the RV, a local wall-based coordinate system was defined for each element (Fig. 4) . Vectors perpendicular to the model walls were calculated to determine the local normal direction. The projection of the long axis of the LV onto the plane of the model wall determined the longitudinal direction. The tangential direction was defined as perpendicular to the normal and longitudinal vectors. The components of displacement were resolved according to the local coordinate system. The twisting motion of the RV was defined relative to the long axis of the LV to enable comparison with the septal and LV free-wall twisting.
The local deformation of the RV, septum, and LV were derived from the 3-D motion data. A useful quantitative description of the degree of muscle deformation due to contraction is the Lagrangian strain (21) . Given the initial and final positions of a point in the material (X and x, respectively), the deformation gradient tensor (F) is defined as:
where the subscripts p and q range from 1 to 3 and denote one of the 3-D Cartesian coordinates. The tensor F includes both the rotation and deformation around a point in the material. It can be shown that the Lagrangian strain tensor E only includes the deformation of the material and is related to F as follows (21):
where F T is the transpose of matrix F, and I is the identity matrix. The Lagrangian strain formulation describes systolic deformation relative to an end-diastolic reference configuration.
The finite element formulation was used to numerically compute strains. The derivatives in Eq. 1 were found by using the chain rule:
where i is a component of the local finite element coordinate system.
The eigenvalues of E are the principal strains where a positive value indicates lengthening, whereas a negative value indicates shortening (21) . Each principal strain is associated with a corresponding principal direction along which the deformation occurs. The principal direction associated with E3 (the greatest shortening) was measured relative to the wall-based coordinate system. We calculated the parameter ␣ E3, the angle that the E3 direction makes with the tangential-normal plane (Fig. 4B) . Because the tangential-normal plane represents a cross-sectional cut across the ventricular wall, ␣ E3 varied between 0°and 90°. A value of 0°indicated a tangential shortening direction, and a value of 90°indicated longitudinally oriented shortening.
Data analysis. To investigate the spatial variation in motion and deformation, the RV, septum, and LV were separated into regions. Anatomical landmarks were selected from the original images to divide the RV into four regions and the other walls into three regions. First, the outflow tract was separated from the rest of the RV free wall by identifying the parietal and septal bands. A septal long axis was defined between the basal septum and the insertion of the RV into the LV at the epicardial apex. The normalized height along the septal axis was used to demarcate regions of the remaining free wall, the septum, and the LV (Fig. 5 ). Deformation and displacement were calculated for each region as the volume-weighted average of the strains in the elements belonging to those regions.
Repeated-measures ANOVA was used to test differences between regions within each wall and between regions in the same longitudinal position (e.g., basal) across the three walls of the heart. Bonferonni adjustment was used in multiple comparisons with P Ͻ 0.05 considered as significant.
RESULTS
Global motion. All subjects exhibited similar qualitative global motion. Figure 6 shows the motion of the model over all time phases for a typical normal study. The path of points in the center of each wall is plotted along with a color plot of point displacement on the endocardial wall. The motion of most points in the RV free wall is directed anterior and toward the apex. Table 1 shows regional total displacements as well as displacement components relative to the local wall-based coordinate system. The RV free wall showed a significantly greater total (P Ͻ 0.002), longitudinal (P Ͻ 0.02), and tangential (P Ͻ 0.04) displacement compared with the septum and the LV. In addition, the apical septum exhibited significantly smaller tangential displacement and larger normal displacement than the LV apex. The greatest amount of both total and axial displacement in the biventricular unit occurs in the basal free wall of the RV. The outflow tract, on the other hand, shows a smaller value in all displacement measures compared with the RV base. Linear regression was used to establish the relationship between displacement and axial position (base-apex) in the RV free wall (excluding outflow tract) and in the septum. Both total (R ϭ 0.724) and longitudinal displacement (R ϭ 0.931) increased with distance from the apex. An apex-to-base increase in axial displacement was also found in the septum (R ϭ 0.918). Figure 7 shows the angular displacement of points in the RV and LV for equally spaced transverse cross sections. The angular displacements were measured relative to LV long axis for the RV, septum, and the LV. Within each cross section, the angular displacement was similar for the RV and LV free walls, except at the apex where angular displacement in the RV was less than that in the LV (P Ͻ 0.05). Initially, all cross sections rotated clockwise, followed by a counterclockwise rotation of the base relative to the apex.
Regional deformation. To assess local deformation, we calculated the principal strains from the strain tensor. The three principal eigenvalues were sorted from largest (E1) to smallest (E3). These strains are shown in Table 2 . Because the sign of E3 was consistently negative, it indicated muscle shortening from which we infer contraction. Figure 8 shows a gray-shaded plot on the endocardial surfaces of E3 at end systole for a representative normal subject. The associated principal directions are plotted at the midventricular surface with lengths scaled according to the maximum shortening at those locations. These directions were approximately aligned within planes parallel to the endocardial and epicardial walls. The average angles between the wall-based tangential-longitudinal plane and the E3 direction were 10.8 Ϯ 2.2, 12.9 Ϯ 2.2, and 10.7 Ϯ 1.0 in the RV, septum, and LV, respectively. When comparing regional E3 within each wall, we found that basal ͉E3͉ was significantly smaller than other regions in the septum, RV, and LV (P Ͻ 0.04). In addition, the septal ͉E3͉ was significantly different among all levels, with a gradient from base to apex (P Ͻ 0.001). No difference in E3 was detected in the RV outflow tract versus the rest of the RV. The value of E3 remained approximately constant when comparing the same levels across the three walls, except for a significantly greater ͉E3͉ in the midsection of the RV versus the septum and LV (P Ͻ 0.01).
The intermediate principal strain (E2) in all regions of the heart was found to be negative. Basal ͉E2͉ was on average smaller than midsectional and apical ͉E2͉ and significantly smaller in the septum and LV (P Ͻ 0.03). In the RV wall, midsectional ͉E2͉ was significantly greater than at the apex (P Ͻ 0.05). In comparing regions across walls, RV apical ͉E2͉ was less than septal and LV ͉E2͉ (P Ͻ 0.04).
Finally, the maximum principal strain E1, which was consistently positive, indicated the greatest expansion in the muscle wall. The average E1 was lower in the basal regions, with a significantly smaller magnitude found the LV base versus apex (P Ͻ 0.05). In comparing the same region across the heart walls, septal E1 was less in the RV and LV in both the midsection and the apex (P Ͻ 0.04).
As stated earlier, the eigenvector corresponding to the minimum principal strain (E3) indicated the direction of maximum shortening. The angle of this vector with respect to the tangential wall-based direction is shown in Table 3 . RV basal and midsection ␣ E3 was significantly greater than corresponding regions in the septum (P Ͻ 0.02), and apical ␣ E3 was greater e P Ͻ 0.02 vs. base and midsection (mid); f P Ͻ 0.04 vs. septum and LV; g P Ͻ 0.02 vs. right ventricle (RV) and LV; h P Ͻ 0.03 vs. base and mid; i P Ͻ 0.001 vs. RV and LV. than that found in the LV apex (P Ͻ 0.01). Furthermore, within the septum, ␣ E3 was significantly smaller in the base than in the midsection.
DISCUSSION
Tagged MRI was used to reconstruct and analyze both the global and local 3-D motion of the biventricular unit. Globally, the RV cavity volume decreases during systole due to a combination of the following mechanisms: motion of the free wall toward the septum, motion of the base toward the apex, and the bulging of the septal wall into the cavity (2). Here, we have quantified the global motion of the RV and compared it to that of the septum and LV free wall. The greatest total and longitudinal displacement in both ventricles was found to occur in the RV freewall. Longitudinal displacement was greatest at the base of the RV, similar to other finding (23, 25) .
Although angular displacement of the LV has previously been documented (1, 15, 26) , little has been reported regarding the angular displacement of the RV. The recovered 3-D motion of the biventricular unit showed that the pattern of angular displacement about the LV long axis was similar for all walls of the heart. The biventricular unit exhibited initial clockwise rotation, followed by twisting of the base with respect to the apex. A previous study (12) limited to short-axis images found a similar order of magnitude in tangential-normal displacement but no twisting of the RV base relative to the apex. Because the Values are means Ϯ SE (in degrees). ␣E3, Angle of minimum principal strain E3 with respect to wall-based tangential-normal plane. *P Ͻ 0.05 vs. mid; †P Ͻ 0.02 vs. septum; ‡P Ͻ 0.01 vs. LV. RV is coupled to the LV at the insertion points, it is possible for it to exhibit a similar angular motion, as shown in a previous qualitative study (25) .
In addition to global motion, we calculated the 3-D principal strains and their orientations. Similar to the findings of Young et al. (25) , the minimum principal strain (E3) was found to be oriented mainly within the plane of the RV wall. We found significantly less shortening in the RV base versus the midsection and the apex. An increasing gradient in the magnitude of E3 toward the apex was also observed by Waldman et al. (24) , who implanted a matrix of beads onto the epicardial surface. Other studies (6, 12) measuring uniaxial deformation have found a general base-to-apex increase in one-dimensional (1-D) shortening as well.
We also compared RV free wall E3 to that found in the septum and LV. Except for the midsection of the RV, where E3 was greater, no difference was found with the LV strain. In the septum, the magnitude of E3 was found to be similar to those of previous 3-D motion reconstruction studies of the LV (26) . However, our E3 values were less than those found in the LV using yet another 3-D motion reconstruction method (15) .
The intermediate principal strains (E2) were negative in the RV as well as the LV. This phenomenon, where 1-D muscle fiber contraction leads to two directions of shortening (negative deformation), is evidence of the cross-fiber shortening phenomenon (10) . Because the RV wall is thinner and has different myofiber architecture (18) , it is interesting to note that cross-fiber shortening occurred in the RV as well as the LV.
The maximal principal strain E1 indicates the greatest amount of extension and was approximately perpendicular to the muscle wall. We found that septal E1 was lower in the midsectional and apical regions. No difference was found in regional E1 in other studies (15, 26) . This may be the case because, as in our study, E1 has the greatest standard error. Our 3-D method produces values with the smallest standard error along directions where the most tag data lie. The maximal principal strain, on the other hand, relies on both tag and less-reliable contour data to guide the 3-D motion reconstruction.
The angle ␣ E3 of the minimum principal strain direction was greater in all regions of the free wall compared with the septum and LV. In the LV, muscle fiber orientation is known to vary by about 160°from endocardium to epicardium, with 10 times as many fibers oriented in the tangential-normal plane (0 Ϯ 22.5°) than otherwise (18, 22) . In contrast, the fiber orientation in the RV free wall does not exhibit such transmural variation (18) , and the RV is likely to have fewer tangential fibers in its thinner wall. It has also been noted that twisting of the RV due to LV coupling may lead to a change in the angle of greatest shortening (25) . The longitudinal orientation of minimum principal strain can also explain the greater amount of RV versus LV displacement with no notably significant differences in shortening between respective regions: the contraction of the RV contributes mainly to its long-axis deformation, whereas the tangential component of displacement is larger due to LV coupling.
Our methods have been limited by the complex geometry and thin wall of the RV. Because normally only one tag falls within the thickness of the RV wall, we had to use contour data as well as tag data to reconstruct the 3-D motion. In addition, the finite element model geometry used did not include portions of the outflow tract lying above the most basal short-axis image. This may explain why no major differences were found between outflow tract deformation and the rest of the RV.
In conclusion, we have reconstructed and analyzed the 3-D motion of the RV using tagged MRI. By quantifying 3-D strain, we were able to show that the orientation of shortening is different in the RV than in the LV and septum. Not only has the overall 3-D motion been quantified for the first time, angular displacement of the RV relative to the LV long axis has been quantified. The normative data presented in this study should open the way for studying alterations in regional RV motion in various types of heart disease.
